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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This Chapter Starts With The Background Of The Study “Jargon Used 

by Dental Nurse in Purnama Dental Clinic(Sociolinguistics Approach). Then it 

presents problem statement, objective of the research, significances of the 

research, and scope of the research.

A. Background

Communication is the any means by which two or more individuals 

exchange information. People interact and communicate each other with 

language. Language is one of important things that humans have in their life. In 

general terms language is a tool that used to communicate each other which is 

used in aparticular community.Wardhaugh (2002: 3) says “a language is a system 

of arbitrary verbal symbol which is used by the members of a speech community 

as a mean of communication to interact and express their ideas, feelings and 

thoughts.”So it simply says that language is essentially a set of items (sounds, 

grammars, and meaning of words) that is used to communicate each other in 

order to understand what the other people’s ideas, feelings, and thoughts. 

Language is learned and explained in linguistics. In linguistics field, it is divided 

into several branches; one of them is sociolinguistics.

Sociolinguistics is a study about relationship between language and 

society withthe goal of better understanding of the language structure and how 

the function oflanguage in communication. (Wardhaugh, 1986: 12). In addition, 

Trask (1999: 282)defines that Sociolinguistics as a branch of linguistics which 
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studies the relationshipbetween language and society. From the two statements 

above, we know that there isrelationship between language and society. 

Language is naturally formed when societybegins to communicate. It is also can 

be said that language is vital tool to communicateeach other. Hence that’s why 

language is closely related to the society.

In sociolinguistics, we know the concept of jargon. Before discussing the 

jargonitself, we should understand the concept first. The basic concept that we 

shouldcomprehend is how jargon happened in society. Society used jargon to 

create their ownidentity of their group itself. They use the same language and the 

same vocabularies inthe same area or might be in the same profession in working 

area. It means that jargonaims to show what the groups of society are. Whether 

the group is the group of workingarea such as politicians, entertainers, nurse, orit 

can be the group in the classroom.

Jargon is certain language that is usually used by group of society. The 

language also usually only be understood by the group itself. According to Yule 

(1996: 245) defines that Jargon is one of the key features to register in a certain 

group, which can be defined as technical vocabularies associated with a special 

activity or group. Fromkin et al (2003: 470) emphasizes that Jargon is used by 

different professional and social groups in so extensive and so obscure in 

meaning. Jargon refers to the unique vocabulary used by particular groups of 

people to facilitate communication providing a means of bonding, and exclude 

outsiders. Thereforejargon may be used as a barrier to keep people who do not 

belong to community from understanding something. Jargon is also assumed as 
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language variety contain a set of unique vocabulary that used by people who have 

same interest, class (social status), or same position in certain area, for instance in 

working area.

In essence, all kinds and varieties of languages that exist in the entire 

universe are part of his power. Therefore, truly noble people who up hold the 

majesty of the verses of Allah SWT. In al-Qur’an Karim Surah Ar-Rum verse 22, 

Allah SWT says:

عَالِمِینَوَمِنْ آیَاتِھِ خَلْقُ السَّمَاوَاتِ وَالْأَرْضِ وَاخْتِلَافُ أَلْسِنَتِكُمْ وَأَلْوَانِكُمْ ۚ إِنَّ فِي ذَٰلِكَ لَآیَاتٍ لِلْ

Translation:

“And among His Sign is the creation of the heavens and earth, and the 
variations in your languages and your colours: verily in that are Sign for those 
who know”

A natural things who is fear about the possible extinction of a language, it 

is given the existence of some cases of certain languages helps, or abandon edits 

user, furthermore there is no concern of community users. It means, the lose of 

the world’s culture heritage is priceless. It can be said that the language and 

culture reflects the view of the world that is unique and reflects the way in which 

the speech community to solve the problem in facing of the world by formulating 

ways of thinking, philosophical system and understanding the world. Moreover, 

the extinction of a language means an entity that can’t be replaced in science and 

understanding of human, the world view of the language has disappeared forever. 

That’s why the jargon is researched as one of the language variety used by the 

community.
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Based on a preliminary observation on the use of jargon in Dental Nurse 

at Purnama dental clinic, there are some problems emerge in the study of

jargon.The first problem is the forms of jargon used in the Dental Nurse.

Inrelation to the form, several forms are identified by Halligan (2004). Forms of 

jargonconsist of acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. Acronym is initial 

letters thatcan be read as if a word. Abbreviation is initial letters that should be 

read separately.Word is the smallest of the linguistic units which can occur on its 

own in a speech orwriting. The last, phrase is a group of words which form a 

grammatical unit. It doesnot contain a finite verb and does not have a subject-

predicate structure.

In working area, there are so many professions that used jargon, 

forexample; nurse, comedians, entertainer, etc. They have their ownjargon and 

used it in their field in order to make their communication to be easier.It is 

assumed that jargon is used by many professions in different fields. One ofthe 

professions that use jargon is the profession of dental nurse. Dental nurse is 

health workers who deal with dental problems. Dental nurse have served patient 

in cleaning teeth such as, cleaning tartar, whiten teeth etc. dental nurse itself is a 

service related to such as a dental health and mouth. Purnama dental clinic is one 

of the working areas that has enjoyable place. Dental nurse used the jargon to 

make their communication easier in working area.

Based on the definition and explanation about the jargon above, the 

researcher chooses four dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic as the subject of 

study in jargon because the dental nurse used jargon in working area.
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Purnama dental clinic itself is one of clinic in makassar located in 

Mallengkeri raya street, 145. Therefore, the researcher chose Purnama dental 

clinic which is located in Mallengkeri raya street, 145, Makassar, South 

Sulawesi, as the subject to be analyzed. The reason why the researcher chose 

branch of Purnama dental clinic which is located in Mallengkeri raya145 is that 

the dental nurse most often use the jargon when they talk. Dental nurse always 

uses jargon when they have conversation or when they communicate among each 

other. Thus, it makes the researcher curious in conducting this research in order 

to reveal the occurring case. There are several reasons why the researcher is 

interested in analyzing jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic. 

First, nowadays there are many people who have a problem with their teeth and 

mouth in clinic, but sometimes they don’t understandits various and unique 

language. This case makes the researcher interested in analyzing this 

phenomenon. Second, their various and unique language makes the researcher

curious and interested in analyzing this jargon deeper especially concerning with 

the meaning.

In this study the researcher chose Purnama dental clinic as the subject of 

the study. The reason why the researcher does is because the dental nurse in 

Purnama dental clinic uses jargon in their interaction in the working area, 

especially when they were serving the patient. Therefore, it is expected that the

researcher will get more data. Thus, she can provide a thorough explanation 

regarding the problems of the study being investigated.
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By investigating the jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental 

clinic, the researcher expects the result of the study to give valuable contribution. 

First, to the researcher, this research is expected to increase the researcher’s 

knowledge in sociolinguistics especially in part of jargon. Second, to the readers, 

the final findings can increase the reader’s knowledge and give more information 

about jargon. Last, to the future researchers, this research is expected to be useful 

to give references to the future researcher in conducting a similar research about 

jargon.

This study is intended to analyze the jargon that used by dental nurse for 

the communication among each other. The researcher only focuses on the jargon 

used by several dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic when they communicate to 

each other. The researcher intends to find out what jargon that used by dental 

nurse in Purnama dental clinic are, what the forms of those jargon are. Finally the 

researcher entitles her study “Jargon used by dental nurse in “Purnama dental 

clinic” (sociolinguistic approach).

B. Problem Statement

What form of Jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic?

C. Objective of the Research

To find out the form of jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic.

D. Significance Of Study

This research is expected to be able to give better understanding also 

openpeople’s perception about language variation especially jargon.Moreover, 
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this can lessen the distance between people who utter it and thosewho do not 

knowit.

1. Students of English Literature Department

The research improves the competency of the students of English 

LiteratureDepartment on linguistic knowledge especially language varieties 

which appear ineach society in nature. This understanding is intended to 

prepare the students inlearning ESP (English for Specific Purpose) since 

ESPdeals with a specific area ofwork or interest in various fields of society.

2. English Literature Department

The result of this study offers learning materials which can be used in

teaching and learning process related to language variation in English 

Literature Department. It is very important for the Department to maintain the 

research inlinguistic field since it can give the input for the department as the 

supplementarymaterials in ESP course.

3. Other Researchers

Since this study focuses on one analyses, .i.e. formof jargon dental 

nurse, it is expected to give references and stimulate other researchers to 

conducta related research study under sociolinguistics perspective either 

dealing with thesame field or other fields.
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4. Scope of the reseacrh

This study observes jargon on Dental Nurse. The Researcher only 

focuses on the form in jargon of Dental nurse in Purnama Dental Clinic when they 

are communicating each other. Byusing the theory from Halligan (2004) that 

devide jargon in to four form, they are; acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

In this chapter, the researcherexplained about the review of related with 

some previous researchers and some pertinent ideas.

A. Previous Findings

There are three studies related to this research. The first was conducted 

by LailaPutri (2012) in her thesis “An Analysis of Computer Jargon in Macbook 

Users’ Guide”. This study analyzed the form, meaning, word relation, and 

function of jargon. There were 94 computer jargons found from MacBook 

operation. Based on structural formation,there are 24 words (26%) and 21 phrases 

(22%).Meanwhile, based on unpredictableformation, there are 5 clippings 

(5%),4blend (4%), 4 acronyms (4%), 36 abbreviations (39%). The meaning of 

jargon in thisstudy was analyzed usingintentionalist approach which every jargon 

has different meaning compared to thelanguage used in other major. 

Furthermore,from the word relation point of view, thisstudy found 48 jargons 

(51%) related with IT field and 46 jargons (49%) unrelatedwith IT. The last, this 

study classified the jargon from the function point of view intofirstly providing 

speakers of specialized domain with clear, unambiguous terms torefer to their 

activities by 46 jargons (49%) and secondly providing speakers of sub

group with a means of marking in group membership and excluding outsiders by 

48jargons (51%).

The second was conducted by Aditya Eko Sigit Wicaksono (2010) in his 

thesis“AnAnalysis of Military Jargon in a Video Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern 
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Warfare”. Thisstudy analyzed the form, function, and meaning of jargon. There 

are 107 jargonsfound in this study. The result of form classifications shows that 

55 jargons belongto word, 25 phrase, 21 abbreviation, and 6 acronym. The jargons 

function to serve asa technical or specialist language for precise and 

economicalcommunication(62.62%), to promote in-group solidarity (35,51%), 

and to exclude out-groupers(1,87%). Meanwhile, the meaning of the jargons was 

identified by the context inwhich they are used.

The third is Susi Rahmi, (2006) in her thesis "NatureLovers Community 

Jargon Unand". Susi concluded there are39jargonsandclassified into four, namely 

mountaineering(mountain climbing), caving(caving), climbing (rock climbing), 

andrafting(water sports).

The similarity among those previous studies with this study is the study 

analyzed about jargon. If Laila Putri analyzed jargon of computer in Macbook 

Users’ Guide.Aditya Eko Sigit Wicaksono analyzed jargon of Militaryin a Video 

Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern Warfare. And then the last study by Susi Rahmi

that analyzed jargon ofUnandNatureLovers Community. The difference is about 

subject of the study, the researcher’s observed the jargon used by dental nurse in 

Purnama dental clinic which is located in jalan Mallengkeri Raya, Makassar
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A. Pertinent Ideas

1. Language Variations

Language variation are the object of sociolinguistics which are the result 

of the relationship between language and social factors, such age, sex, education, 

social status, social occasion, professional occupation, and other factors (Barber 

and Stainton, 2010: 478). The principal types of language variation manifested in 

pronunciation (accent), grammar and vocabulary are the regional variation 

(regional dialects) and the social variation (social dialects, sociolects, also 

´genderlect´, jargon, slang, argot).

Bright in Coulmas (2007: 53) states two fundamentals facts of language 

variation. First, that it is always changing in all areas of structures (phonology, 

grammar, discourse, style, semantics, and vocabulary). It occurs for instance in 

the case that American English pronounces whine [hwain] merges with wine 

[wain]. Second, language variation changes in different ways at diverse place and 

times. It occurs for instance in the case that Speakers of English nowadays say 

and write ice cream instead of iced cream. It unconsciously in 1900 was 

considered as a vulgar error.

Malmkjær and Anderson (1995: 558) state that lots of sociolinguistic 

studies are concerned with the way in which language varies according to the 

social context. It also discusses where it is used and according to the social group 

to which a user belongs. It aims to explain this variation and to show how it 

reflects social structure influenced by some factors such as the user’s region, 
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class, ethnic group, age, and gender. The areas of this variation are formulated by 

Belletti (2007: 9) who distinguishes them into two points of view, i.e. language 

comparison and language acquisition. She adds that acquisition might create a 

strange area where language variation can manifest itself. In case of manifesting 

language variation, acquisition can give alternatives of variation that are also 

exploited by different languages.

Similarly, Marshall (2004: 5-6) states that language variation provides 

an explanation of how communication takes place. Language variation is not 

arbitrary, but rather strictly controlled, often by extra-linguistic factors, and the 

specification of these factors may help us account for change. The language 

variations which occur are age, sex, social class, and attitude. In line with 

Marshall, Eckert and Rickford (2001: 185) mention that class or sex or age 

correlates as supposed determinants of language variations. They affect the use of 

language, such as in sex, males tend to use –logic and strict to the point-

statements instead of females.

Some language variations emerge as the result of age, sex, social class, 

and attitude influence, i.e. jargon, register, argot, slang, and style. Each is often 

overlapped among others. They are often equalized although they are different in 

nature. Yule (2006: 211) proposes jargon as specialized vocabulary used by those 

inside established social groups while slang is more typically used among those 

who are outside established higher-status groups. 
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The term argot also appears in the discussion of jargon. According to 

Allan and Burridge (2006: 69-70), the relevant sense of argot completely overlaps 

with thedefinitions of jargon. Hornby (1998) defines argot as a set of words and 

phrases used by a particular group and not easily understood by others. The 

characteristic of argot that distinguishes it from jargon and slang is the purposes 

of secrecy. Thieves might use the word package instead of stolen goods in order 

to avoid their intention and to any information leaking to those who do not belong 

to their group.

Another term of language variations is style. Holmes (2001: 245-46) 

describes that terms style as a language variation which reflects some changes in 

situational factors, such as address, setting, task or topic. Style is often analyzed 

along the scale of formality while register is associated with particular groups of 

people or sometimes situations of use.

In addition, Malmkjær and Anderson (1995: 490-497) define style as a 

consistent occurrence in the text of certain items and structures, or types of items 

and structures, among those offered by the language as a whole. This phenomenon 

can be seen when people can have APA style in research report writing which 

deal with five chapters: general presentation, tables and figures, footnotes and 

quotations, references, and APA intricacies. The term is derived from American 

Psychological Association.

In conclusion, language variations are forms of a language used by 

people of that language as there are various social interactions among region, 
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class, ethnic group, age, and gender. Language variations vary on some language 

aspects, i.e. pronunciation (accent), grammar, or word choice within a language.

2. Jargon

a. Definition 

Allan and Burridge (2006: 56) define jargon as the language weird to 

particular context like a trade, profession or other group. It is the language used in 

a body of spoken or written texts, dealing with a circumscribed domain in which 

speakers share a common specialized vocabulary, habits of word usage, and forms 

of expression. Moreover, they state that jargons are used among people who have 

common workrelated or recreational interest. It binds not only professionals, but 

also members of any groups who use a particular jargon. There is a consequent 

feeling amongst in-groupers that they belong to an exclusive club.

In addition, Malmkjær and Anderson (1995: 115) state that jargon is 

used only in restricted contexts such as trade and recruitment of labour. Jargon is 

like minidialects, but used only for the activity for which they were created. They 

are not only sensitive to the requirements of the activity but also to the personal 

and social needs of the speakers.

Yule (2006: 211) says that jargon is a special technical vocabulary 

associated with a particular area of work or interest. In social terms, jargon helps 

to create and maintain connections among those who see themselves as ‘insiders’ 

in some way and to exclude ‘outsiders’. It is often taken place inside a register.
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Hornby (1995: 296) also states that jargon consists of technical words or 

expressions used by a particular profession or group of people and difficult for 

others to understand. The group here can be a professional or social group. 

Furthermore, Spolsky (1998: 33) defines jargon as speech used by marked group 

of people such as a trade or occupation. A specialized bond between members of 

in-group and enforce boundaries outside. If the people do not understand a certain 

jargon, it means that they do not belong to a certain group. Jargon can be useful 

for conveying meaning precisely and effectively for specific communities. 

However, it may also exclude and/or confuse those who are not “in-group”. Thus, 

speakers and writers need to be aware of their audiences when deciding to use 

jargon appropriately.

Moreover, Crystal (2003) defines jargon as the technical vocabulary or 

idiom of special activity or group. The reality is that everyone uses jargon; it is an 

essential part of the network or occupation and pursuits which make up a society. 

All jobs present an element of jargon, which workers learn as they develop their 

expertise. All hobbies require mastery of a jargon. All sports and games have their 

own jargon. Each society grouping has its jargon. The occupation of person 

causes his language to vary, particularly in the use he makes of technical terms. 

The phenomenon of using jargon therefore, turns out to be universal and valuable.

Richards and Schmidt (2002: 278) define jargon as spoken or written 

words and expressions used by a group of people who belong to a particular trade, 

profession, or any other group bound together by common attention, e.g. the 

jargon of law, medical jargon. A jargon has its own set of words and expressions, 
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whichmay be incomprehensible to an outsider. The term jargon is typically not 

used by the group but by those unfamiliar with that particular type of language.

Jargon is sometimes compared to slang because both have the same 

senses as kinds of shorthand of language. However, the line of demarcation 

between jargon and slang is open to dispute because slang is sometimes defined in 

such way to overlap almost completely with the definition of jargon (Allan and 

Burridge, 2006: 68).

Allan (2001: 172) proposes three criteria in identifying a jargon. First, it 

can be identified by its lexical markers such as specialized used vocabulary, 

idiom, and abbreviations. Second, a jargon can be identified by its syntactical 

markers, e.g. imperative and passive sentences. Third, a jargon is identified by its 

presentational markers in terms of prosodic (voice quality, amplitude, rhythm) and 

format in which the context is presented.

In conclusion, jargon is technical language of some fields such as a 

trade, profession, or similar group using unusual vocabulary, complex phrasing, 

and unclear meaning. It is an exclusive term in which mostly known by the 

insiders, i.e. users of the jargon instead of the outsiders, i.e. people who do not 

belong to be field.

There are some motivations of creating jargon. First, it is used to exclude 

the people or novices, there who do not belong to. If a person does not understand 

a jargon of group as it means as it mean he does not belong to that group. Jargon 

can give a person a sense of belonging to a specific group. Jargon is an effective 
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signal for identification. It is effective when it is used in the group where the 

jargon created or occurs. Another motivation of creating jargon is communicative 

efficiency. If something has to be frequently mentioned, it is more economical to 

have a single word to refer to it than a length phrase. We know that jargon uses 

items already existing in language and then extend their meaning and function. 

Jargon rarely uses completely new words or construction. Practically, the words 

are old but with new meaning and different meaning.

b. Forms of jargon

Formsof jargon is the physical appearance of a term or combined terms 

that results important technical meanings.Halligan (2004) elaborates four forms of 

jargon. They consist of acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. It is supported 

by Chaika’s theory (1982) telling that jargon appears in two ways. Firstly, it is 

shaped in the form of new words. Secondly, it appears in the form of existed 

words as common people know.

1) Acronym

The first form of jargon is acronym. It is formed from the initial letters 

of a set of other word.Bauer (1988: 39) and Yule (2006: 57) state that acronyms 

are formed from the initial letters of the words in name, title or phrase. It can be 

pronounced as a single word, for example UNICEF that stands for United Nations 

Children’s Fund, NATO for North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NASA for 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and UNESCO for United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. There are many 

acronyms that become everyday terms such as laser (‘light amplification by 
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stimulated emission of radiation’) and radar (‘radio detecting and ranging’). 

Names for organizations are often intended to have their acronym represent an 

appropriate term, as in ‘mothers against drunk driving’ (MADD) and ‘women 

against rape’ (WAR). Some new acronyms come into general use so quickly that 

many speakers do not think of their component of meanings. Innovation such as 

PIN (‘personal identification number’) is regularly used with one of their 

elements. For example: OHIS (Oral Highgine Indeks Sinfiflaid).

2) Abbreviation

Talking about abbreviation, there are two theories that can be used as the 

basis for explaining it. The first theory is proposed by Leech in Culpeper et al. 

(2009: 109) who mentions that an abbreviation is formed by taking the initial

letters which does not result in well-formed syllables. Thus, unlike an acronym, 

an abbreviation cannot be pronounced as if a word. The people should spell as 

what the initial letters are, such as USA which is pronounced /yu es ai/ instead of 

/yusa/. The second theory is proposed by Fromkin, et al. (1991: 84). They say that 

abbreviation is intended to simplify words or combined words by putting one or 

some syllables of the original word/ words. It can be formed by longer words or 

phrases such as phone for telephone, math for mathematics, board for blackboard, 

and fridge for refrigerator. By taking the only initial letters of each word that has 

already contained complete information such as BBC standing for British 

Broadcast Corporation, using abbreviation might increase more efficient 

communication, (Allan and Burridge, 2006: 89). For Example: OD (Oral 

Diagnostik).
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3) Word

Leech in Culpeper et al. (2009: 109) mentions that a word is not merely 

defined as the smallest form that can occur by itself as an utterance as it can also 

be manipulated by syntax such as what occur in sentence structure of an active 

sentence and passive sentence. Meanwhile, Finegan (2004: 40) proposes four 

informations dealing with a word. First, people should be able to identify a word’s 

sound and the sequencing. It is related with phonological information. Second, 

people should be able to identify a word’s meaning which is related to semantic 

information. Third, people should be able to identify how related words such as 

the plural form of a noun or past tense of a verb are formed. It deals with 

morphological information. Fourth, people should be able to identify a word’s 

category and how to use it in a larger composition, i.e. a sentence.

In relation to a word’s class, word is divided into content word and 

function word (Fromkin, et al., 1991: 64). A content word is a word which 

determines thing, quality, state, or action. It has meaning when it is used alone. It 

consists of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. On the other hand, a function 

word is a word which has little meaning on its own. It is used to show 

grammatical relationships in and between sentences. It consists of conjunctions, 

prepositions, articles, and pronoun. For example: Behel (Neat Dental Treatment).

4) Phrase

According to Leech in Culpeper et al. (2009: 130-135), a phrase, i.e. a 

group of words which form a grammatical unit, has a main word that is called a 
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head. It is the only word that has to occur in the phrase. A phrase does not contain 

a finite-verb and does not have a subject-predicate structure. The modifier, putting 

before as well as after the head, is optional. For example: High Speed – Adjective 

Phrase and the head is Speed.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter includes some points concerning the method of the 

research. The researcher discuss method of the research, source of data, 

instrument of the research, procedure of collecting data, and technique of 

analyzing data.

A. Method of the research

In this research, the researcherused descriptive qualitative data because 

the type of that research in this study is textual analysis which intended to analyze 

jargon is that used by Dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic. According toAry et 

al. (2002: 565) “qualitative research is the study or analysis phenomena from the 

perspective of the human participant in natural setting without proving the 

predetermining hypotheses”. Besides,Creswell (1997: 2) says “qualitative 

research is an inquiry process of understanding based on distinct methodological 

tradition of inquiry that explore social or human problem”.

Furthermore,Fraenkel (1993) says that qualitative research refers to 

research investigation of the quality of relationship, activities, situations, or 

material. It concludes that descriptive qualitative is to define and describe what 

the phenomena that is analyzed by researcher. From all of the statements above, 

the researcher concludes that this research is conducted to understand of the 

jargon that is used by Dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic.
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B. Source of the Data

The data used in this study is the form of dental nurse jargon sources of 

data in this study are obtained from the dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic.

C. Instrument of the Research

In conducting this research, the researcher collected the data by using 

observation sheet and interview sheet as the instruments. Observation sheet was

used for taking an important data that related to the jargon used by dental nurse in 

order to know the form of the jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental 

clinic.

D. Procedure of collecting data

In collecting the data, the researcherapply data saturation technique. The 

researcherstop collecting the first data if the point of view being investigated 

yields to repetitiveresult. To yield the second type of data, the researcher

interviewed the dental nurse in regards tothe jargon they use.According to Ary, 

Jacobs and Razavieh (2004: 430) “there are three ways incollecting qualitative 

data, there areobservation, interviewing and documentanalysis”.There were some 

processes which the researcher will do in accomplishing this study:

1. The researcherrecorded some conversations which contained jargon by 

using DSLR camera and mobile phone. The identity of the informants 

was hidden because they do not want to be exposed in order to make the 

data get natural.
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2. The researcher selected the data which contained the jargon most when 

the dental nurse talk to each other.

3. The researcher interviewed and observed the dental nurse who is 

qualified and knowledgeable about those jargon for three times in a 

month, the first interviewed and observation is 26th September 2016, the 

second time is 27th September 2016, and the third is 28th September.

They are the active talked about the jargon that used by dental nurse in 

Purnama dental clinic as the informant to know and understanding about 

the meaning of the jargon used, and then the researcher wrote down the 

result in the form of notes.

E. Technique of analyzing data

Not all the dental nurse conversation was analyzed. The researcher

focuses on analyzing the topic that mostly contains jargon when they 

communicate to each other. The reason why the researcher only focuses on the 

jargon delivered by dental nurse is that they had so many conversation in terms of 

discussion or spoken, so that is why the researcher chooses the topic that contain 

most jargon when they talked to each other.

After the data are collected, the next step is data analysis. Furthermore, 

the researcher analyzed the data based on procedure as follows:

1. List the jargon to answer the problem of the study, the researcher lists 

the jargons which were found in observation. Then the 

researcherincluded the meaning based on the interview of dental nurse.
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2. After listing and including the meaning of jargon, the 

researcheranalyzed the data. The researcher give denotation as lexical 

meaning and the meaning of jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama 

dental clinic. The meanings of jargon are formulated based on 

informant’s explanation in the interview.

3. Drawing conclusion. The researcherexplaine the important finding and 

make conclusion from the data that has been analyzed. It was in terms 

of what the jargon that used by Dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter is divided into two parts, they are findings and 

discussion. The findings consist of the jargon used by dental nurse in 

Purnama dental clinic and the form of jargon itself. Then the discussion is 

related to what have been found from the findings, theoretical framework, 

and the previous studies to answer the problem.

A. Findings

The data of this study were taken from the utterances used by dental nurse 

in Purnama dental clinic and the meaning of jargon used when they communicate 

to each other and the result of the interview concerning the jargon used by dental 

nurse. The observation has been done for 3 times and consist many topics. They 

are; scaling, composite, tooth extraction, and dental braces. The researcher

divided the records into 7 parts because the researcher paused the recording when 

the researcher has to move from one place into another place. The researcher only 

chose the topics that contain appropriate words of jargon in this study to be 

analyzed. After the process of data reduction, the researcher of this study came up 

with 37 data from 7 part data records. The process of the reduction based on the 

appropriate data which were related to the theories used by the researcher. 

Moreover the data selection was based on the criteria made by present researcher.
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Forms of jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic

Halligan’s theory (2004) explained about forms of jargon which are 

pattern four forms of jargon. They are consisting of acronym, abbreviation, word, 

and phrase.

The researcher found all forms of jargon patterns based on Halligan’s 

theory. They are: acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. The findings are as 

follow:

1. Acronym

Acronym is new words formed from the initial letters of words or word 

parts in a phrase or name. Acronyms which are pronounced as a word and 

containing only initial letters; e.g., NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration), Radar / ‘rei,da:r/ Radio Detecting and Ranging), COBOL / 

‘keubol/ (Common Business Oriented Language), etc. The acronym find by the 

researcher is OHIS. OHIS are presented as follow:

Extract 1: Scaling session (00:03) 1st video

Ms.Yuni: Periksa dulu bagaimana OHISnya

(Check the OHIS first)

      Ms.Idha: Buka mulutta nah janganki langsung tutup kalau ngilu kita 

rasa

       (Open your mouth please and don’t close if you feel pain)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.
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In this conversation, Ms.Yuni wanted knowing the condition of dental 

health and mouth, and then the patient dental condition to be checked and cleaned 

of the patient’s tartar. And Ms.Yuni said to Ms.Idha to ask the patient to open her 

mouth to be checked and cleaned her tartar. In this conversation, Ms.Yuni said 

OHIS, that OHIS is a part of Acronym according to Halligan’s theory (2004).

The context of this utterance is scaling process. OHIS (Oral Highgine 

sinfiflaid index) is a checking conducted to determine the condition of teeth and 

oral health based on tooth index, and tooth index are predetermined to be checked. 

This checking process is performed before further process to the patients.

2. Abbreviation

Abbreviation is initial letters that should be read separately. The people 

should spell as what the initial letters are, such as USA which is pronounced /yu 

es ai/ instead of /yusa/. The abbreviation find by the researcher is CPITN, OD, and 

DSA. CPITN, OD, and DSA are presented as follow:

Extract 2: Evaluation session after executing the patient (01:07) 3rd Video

Ms.Idha: Sudah nilai 3 Kalau berdasarkan nilai gigi CPITN

  (It’s in the third level based on CPITN rating)

This part was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.05 pm. There was one 

speaker namely Idha.

In this part, Ms.Idha explained about CPITN, that CPITN is a part of 

abbreviation according to Halligan’s theory (2004). Ms.Idha said that CPITN

(Community periodontal index of treatment needs) is used to know the condition 

of gums or the condition around the gums, whether it is fusible to further worked 
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or not, and CPITN is used to measure of various diseases in the mouth, so that 

dental nurse could determine the best way to serve the patient.

The context of this utterance is in scaling process. CPITN is an 

abbreviation used by the dental nurse to measure the level of dental and 

periodontal health of the patient.

Extract 3: Evaluation session after executing the patient (01:09) 3rd Video

   Ms.Idha: Waktuku tadi OD ki toh kerja keras lagi ini.

           (When I was doing OD, I think it’s going to be hard)

     Ms.Yuni: Mungkin tidak rutinki kontrolnya itu, seharusnya 6 

bulan sekali.

(Perhaps the control is not routine, it should be once in six 

month)

   Mr.Yusrizal: mungkin jarangki itu sikat gigi, 1 kaliji sehari

          (Perhaps she seldom brush her teeth, once in a day)

     Ms.Idha: Bilangji tadi tawwa 2 kali sehari sikat gigi

   (But, she said twice in a day)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15 pm. There 

are three speakers namely Idha, Yuni, and Yusrizal.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha, Ms.Yuni, and Mr.Yusrizal, discussed about 

the patient condition after doing scaling process. Which they uttered something 

that included in abbreviation group of jargon form, based on Halligan’s theory 

(2004). They discussed about the patient’s teeth condition that had been quite 

severe. In this video that consists of 01:09 duration, Ms.Idha mentioned OD, 

which OD itself is (Oral diagnostic) that is used to first checking.
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In this context of this utterance is scaling process. OD (Oral Diagnostik)

is a tool used by a dental nurse in the first checking in the patient, in this first 

checking the dental nurse wanted to know the condition of the patient's mouth or 

teeth before it is given further treatment.

Extract 4: Composite process (00:10) 4th Video

Mr.Ali: jam berapa datang itu DSA yg biasa?

(What time does DSA come?)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this part, Mr.Ali called his assistant as DSA. Which DSA itself stands 

for dental surgery assistant. According to Halligan’s theory, DSA included in the 

abbreviation group of jargon form.

In addition DSA is a person trained to help dental nurse and is responsible 

for the cleanliness and tidiness of equipment, instruments, and dental clinic 

materials. DSA should have an understanding and knowledge of sterilization and 

disinfection of instruments and practice equipment and have responsible for the 

preparation of the practice space for all dental procedures. DSA usually actively 

assist all dental nurse jobs, help the patient, before, during, and after anesthesia. 

For example, providing advice on the maintenance of oral hygiene to the patient, 

and the administration and patient acceptance.
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3. Word

Word is the smallest of the linguistic units which can occur on its own in a 

speech or writing. The words found by the researcher is OHIS. OHIS are 

presented as follow:

Extract 5: Scaling process (00:21) 1st video

Ms.Yuni: kayaknya ini Gingivitis ki

(I thing that she is gingivitis)

Ms.Idha: iya, ini juga dibawahnya

(Yes, this is also in the under part)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this conversation, Ms.Yuni confirmed that the teeth of the patient had 

been gingivitis, gingivitis itself included in the word group of jargon form 

according to Halligan’s theory (2004). And Ms.Idha also confirmed this, that 

patient’s tartar was already quite severe.

The context of this utterance is scaling process. Gingivitis can occur 

because of tartar, deficiency of vitamin C or the change in hormone, such as 

menstruation or pregnant women. An acute inflammation of the gingival with 

spontaneous bleeding, pain, pseudo membranous formed, and halitosis. It usually 

occurs in young adults and it is associated with the poor oral hygiene.

Extract 6: Scaling process (00:11) 2nd video

Ms.Idha: Sextant satunya 2, Sextant tiganya 2, Sextant empat dan 

lima 2, Sextant enam 3
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(The first sextant is 2, the third sextant is 2, the fourth and 

the fifth sextant is 2, and the sixth sextant is 3)

Ms.Yuni: Karena kalau saya lihat itu gingivitisnya parah 

sekalimi meradangmi

(Because when I see the gingivitis is in a serious condition)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha explained to Mr.Yusrizal the condition of 

patient’s tartar that she was working, and Mr.Yusrizal wrote down all of the 

patient's teeth sextants. And also in this conversation Ms.Yuni saw that the 

patient’s tartar condition is already very inflamed.

The context of this utterance is scaling process. Sextant is a part of the 

teeth will be checked, for example the left, right, or front side.

Extract 7: Evaluation session by dental nurse (00:22) 3rd video

Ms.Idha: itu yang bagian depan Pocketnya dalam sekalimi

(In fron position of pocket is too deep)

Mr.Yusrizal: pasti berdarahmi itu 

(It has been bloody)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15  pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yusrizal.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha explained that the gum pocket or the pocket

of a patient is already very deep or severe, when scaling process, and also 

Mr.Yusrizal confirmed that pocket of the patient has been blood. Where the 
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pocket itself included the category in the word group of jargon form according to 

Halligan’s theory (2004).

The context of this sentence is when the other dental nurse told to his 

partner. Pocket usually occurs because of tartar or vitamin deficiencies, and also 

commonly occur because of trauma to the teeth, for example at the time when 

brush teeth, wrong position of the toothbrush and when the gums is opened or it 

doesn’t stick to the teeth. Pocket is a deepening of pathological gingival crevice, 

periodontal pocket.

Extract 8: Evaluation session by dental nurse (00:34) 3rd video

Ms.Yuni: kalau Supra masih adaji

(The supra is still there)

Mr.Yusrizal: kalau Sextantnya iya?

(What about the sextant?)

Ms.Idha: ada yang nilai 3

(There in the third rating)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15  pm. There 

are three speakers namely Yuni, Idha and Yusrizal.

In this conversation, in this video, Ms.Yuni explained if the patient’s tartar 

is still in the supra category, it means that it’s still better than the sub-gingival 

calculus.

Extract 9: Evaluation session by dental nurse (00:55) 3rd video

Ms.Yuni: pantas Bleeding sekali

(It makes so bleeding)

This part was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There are one 

speakers namely Yuni.
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In this part, before Ms.Yuni said Bleeding, Ms.Idha explain the values of 

the patient’s tartar. In the scaling process of the patient’s tartar, it had been severe 

bleeding.

Extract 10: Evaluation session by dental nurse (00:58) 3rd video

Ms.Idha: iya pegal sekali tanganku pegang itu alat Tremor saya rasa

(My hand is weary when I hold this tool, I feel Tremor)

Ms.Yuni: itumi tadi saya bilang parah sekalimi ini

(Just now I said it’s in a serious condition) 

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha complained in scaling process because her 

hand felt sore when holding tartar cleaning tool. Which her hand felt Tremor, 

Tremor incuded the category in the word group of jargon form according to 

Halligan’s theory (2004). So that, Ms.Yuni in this conversation said that the 

patient’s tartar has been very severe.

Extract 11: Evaluation session by dental nurse (01:23) 3rd video

Ms.Yuni: iya memang tawwa karena pembetukan Calculus

(Yes of course because it’s in calculus formation)

This part was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15 pm. There are two 

speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this part, Ms.Yuni said that the patient’s tartar included in calculus

formation. Calculus included the category in the word group of jargon form 

according to Halligan’s theory (2004).
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The context of this utterance is scaling process. Stone formed in a hollow 

organ or duct, which is composed of mineral salt deposits, cholesterol that thicken 

or dry up, mucus or cell mongering.

Extract 12: Evaluation session by dental nurse (01:28) 3rd video

Ms.Idha: mungkin caranya juga biasa hauski toh giginya jadi 

Abrasiki

(Perhaps the way she brushed her teeth is not good so her 

teeth became abrasi)

Ms.Yuni: caranya juga sikat gigi tidak terlalu benar

(The way she brush her tooth is not really good)

This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha explained that the teeth of the patient had 

been Abrasi, and Ms.Yuni also thought that the way patient brush her teeth might 

not be true.

Abrasi is a substance or structure as a result of a mechanical process and 

flaking of the surface tissue. Teeth abrasion, thirsty of teeth tissue is not because 

the teeth contact but due to other causes. For example, the use of abrasive 

toothpaste, harsh toothbrush or excessive usage of the teeth cleaning tools. 

Abrasion of teeth is usually on the neck part of the buccal, anterior and posterior.

Extract 13: Evaluation session by dental nurse (01:17) 3rd video

Ms.Idha: Untuk pemeriksaan awal yaitu Sonde dengan Eksafator

(For the first checking, it’s it sonde and eksafator)
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This part was taken on September 26th 2016 at 08.15 pm. There are two 

speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this part, Ms.Idha explained in the initial checking she used 4 tied 

together, one of them is sonde and eksafator. Sonde and eksafator included the 

category in the word group of jargon form according to Halligan’s theory (2004).

Extract 14: composite process (00:12) 4th Video

Mr.Ali: Ambil Section dulu

(Take a section please)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In the extract above, Mr.Ali asked a section to his assistant for early work 

early to patient who experienced a case on his teeth that want to patch up his teeth. 

Section itself according to the Halligan’s theory (2004) are included in the word 

group of jargon form.

The context of this conversation is when one of the dental nurses asked 

about the thing to absorb spittle for the treatment that will be done. The dental 

nurse used jargon “section” to his assistant as this is the way dental nurse says 

that term.

Extract 15: Composite process (00:12) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Fissure dulu

(Fissure please)
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This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In the extract above, Mr.Ali asked a fissure to his assistant to work for 

dental fillings to patient. Fissure itself according to the Halligan’s theory (2004) 

are included in the word group of jargon form.

The context of this sentence is when the other dental nurse told to his 

partner. Fissure of checking with use of sharp sonde will feel stuck due to the 

early stages of caries.

Extract 16: Composite process (00:12) 4th Video

Mr.Ali: Bonding lagi

(Bonding please)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali wanted to add a bonding to the patient's teeth that he 

was doing so that the patient's teeth can be the same color of the patient's natural 

teeth.

In the context of this utterance is tooth filling process. Bonding is the force 

that holds a substance with other substances, can be mechanically, chemically, or 

fidik.

Extract 17: Composite process (00:12) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan Etchant
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(Take an Etchant)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali wanted to add an etching to the patient's teeth that 

he was doing so that a layer of the patient's teeth can be last longer and look 

natural. This sentence is still related to the previous sentence about the patient is 

given additional coating.

Extract 18: Composite process (00:12) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Composite lagi

(Composite please)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked a composite on his assistant to add material in 

the dental fillings of the patient, so that, the patient's teeth could look natural.

In the context of this utterance is composite process. Physical mixtures of 

metal, ceramic, or polymer. The goal is to take the advantage of each part.

Extract 19: Composite process (00:15) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Itu dulu Pinset

(Take a pinset please)
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This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to take a pinset to grip the cotton 

in the mouth and patient’s teeth when he was working. In the context of this 

utterance is tooth filling process. In dental treatment pinset used to clip the cotton 

during dental treatment process.

Extract 20: Composite process (00:20) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan Sealer

(Take a sealer)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, besides to dental fillings, Mr.Ali will also clean the 

patient’s tartar so that the patient’s teeth looked cleaner. So, Mr.Ali asked his 

assistant to take a sealer.

Extract 21: Behel treatment (00:40) 6th Video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan Power O/Cain

(Take a Power O/Cain please)

This part was taken on September 28th 2016 at 07.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu
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In this part, Mr.Ali asked a power O/chain to his assistant to put in dental 

patient’s teeth who was controlling her behel. In the context of this utterance is 

Behel treatment. To bind a nitti or to glue a nitti in order not lose.

Extract 22: Behel treatment (00:36) 6th video

Mr. Ali: Kasih pas dulu Spiegel

(Fitting the Spiegel first)

This extract was taken on September 28th 2016 at 007.30 pm. There are 

one speakers namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to make the spiegel is appropriate 

at the patient's mouth so that all sides of the patient's mouth can be seen more 

clear, so that the working process could walk better.

Extract 23: Behel treatment (00:20) 7th Video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan Nitti

(Take a Nitti)

This extract was taken on September 28th 2016 at 07.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to take a nitti because Mr. Ali 

will replace the patient’s behel that in behel control. Nitti was used to Behel 

treatment process.

Extract 24: Behel treatment (00.30) 7th video

Mr. Ali: Pasangkan dulu Bracket
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(Set the bracket please)

This extract was taken on September 28th 2016 at 07.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to set a bracket to the patient that 

she was doing. In order for the patient's teeth looked tidy. In the context of this 

utterance is Behel treatment process. Metal or plastic proffered on orthodontic 

bands or seeded directly to the teeth. Orthodontists arch wire or other wire can be 

placed to the tool.

Extract 25: Behel treatment (02:00) 7th video

Mr. Ali: Sudah rapi semua Orthonya

(All of the ortho has been neat)

This extract was taken on September 28th 2016 at 07.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali’s assistant told to Mr.Ali that ortho of the patient 

had been tidy, it means that the dental nurse working had been completed. 

According to the Halligan’s theory (2004) ortho are included in the word group of 

jargon form.

Ortho is the specialty of dentistry that is concerned with the study and 

treatment of malocclusions (improper bites). Which may be a result of tooth 

irregularity disproportionate jaw relationship, or both. Orthodontic treatment can 

focus facial growth. In the letter case it is better defind as “dent facial 

orthopedics”.
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Extract 26: Tooth extraction process (01:50) 5th video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan dulu Anastesi

(Take an anastesi please)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 09.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked assistant to take an anestesi to inject the 

patient's gum before the patient's teeth removed, so that the patient didn’t feel too 

sick.

In the context of this utterance is tooth extraction. Anestesi is used to omit 

the pain in areas that will be done for anesthesia without loss of consciousness. 

Anestesi will be done by a dental nurse in the case of tooth extraction, so that the 

patients will not feel pain.

4. Phrase

Phrase is a group of words which form a grammatical unit. It does not 

contain a finite verb and does not have a subject-predicate structure. Phrase 

found by the researcher is OHIS. OHIS are presented as follow:

Extract 27: Scaling process and evaluation (00:13) 3rd video

Ms.Idha: Sub Gingival Calculus ki memang

(She is indeed sub gingival calculus)

Ms.Yuni: Oh iya

(Yes)
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This conversation was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There 

are two speakers namely Idha and Yuni.

In this conversation, Ms.Idha confirmed that patient’s tartar has been sub-

gingival calculus which the sub-gingival calculus was already very severe. And 

Ms.Yuni also agreed that the patient’s tartar had been in the 3 level. The context 

of this sentence is when the other dental nurse told to her partner.

Extract 28: Evaluation session by dental nurse (01:33) 3rd video

Mr.Yusrizal: Calculus Index sudah nilai tiga

(Calculus index is in the third level)

This part was taken on September 26th 2016 at 07.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Yusrizal.

In this part, Mr.Yusrizal confirmed also that the patient’s tartar had been in 

the 3 level, in this video he mentioned calculus index, where the calculus index

are included in the word group of jargon form, according to Halligan’s theory 

(2004). Calculus index conducted to determine the number of tartar in the mouth.

Extract 29: Composite process (22:23) 4th Video

Mr.Ali: Kasih dulu like curing

(Give a like curing)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.0 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.
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In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant a like curing for dental fillings 

process of the patient could be brighter. The context of this sentence is when the 

other dental nurse told to his assistant.

Extract 30: Composite process (22:27) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Kasihki dulu mulutnya Cotton Roll

(Give her mouth a cotton roll)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to give cotton roll into the mouth 

of the patients at the working time, cotton roll can hold up the patient's tongue.

Extract 31: Composite process (22:30) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan Plastic Filling Instrument

(Take a plastic filling instrument)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to be taken a plastic filling

instrument, to take the extra material at the teeth treatment time.

Extract 32: Composite process (04:57) 5th Video

Mr. Ali: Nyalakan High Speed

(Turn on the High speed)
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This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali told to his assistant to turn on the high speed to take 

dental jarigan patient’s teeth that had been died. High speed itself is categorized in 

the phrase group of jargon form, according to the Halligan’s theory (2004).

Extract 33: Composite process (22:35) 4th Video

Mr. Ali: Siapkan Celluloid Strip

(Prepare for Celluloid Strip)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 08.02 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr.Ali asked his assistant to prepare a colloid strep used to 

give a space of the patient's teeth during the dental fillings process. Long thin 

plastic sheet that serves as a matrix on a same teeth color fillings in the anterior 

teeth.

Extract 34: Tooth extraction process (01:55) 5th video

Mr. Ali: Siapkan Tang Anterior Dan Tang Posterior

(Prepare for Tang anterior and tang posterior)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 09.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, in the tooth extraction Mr. Ali told his assistant to prepare 

tang anterior and tang posterior to be used to remove patient's teeth. In this 
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extract, Mr. Ali mentioned two phrase, according to the Halligan’s theory (2004), 

that tang anterior and tang posterior included in the category of phrase group of 

jargon forms. It’s used to primary teeth and permanent teeth.

Extract 35: Tooth extraction process (01:57) 5th video

Mr. Ali: Ambilkan juga Cito jet dan Oral jet

(Take a cito jet and oral jet too)

This extract was taken on September 27th 2016 at 09.30 pm. There are one 

speaker namely Ali and one assistant namely Wahyu.

In this extract, Mr. Ali told to his assistant to take cito jet and oral jet to be 

used to anesthetize the gums, so that the patient does not feel pain. Cito jet and 

oral jet had the same function but different shape.

B. Discussion

In this part, the researcher discussed more about jargon used by dental 

nurse in Purnama dental clinic when they talked each other during the treatment. 

The researcher also discussed about the meaning of jargon itself. From the 

findings, the researcher found the dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic used 37 

jargons during they served scaling, composite, tooth extraction, and dental braces. 

They used a particular word that is called jargon. They have their own jargon and 

used it in their field in order to make their communication became easier to be 

understood by people in this community. 
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Form of jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic

a. Acronym

The researcher found acronym according to Haligan's theory (2004), 

which is used by the dental nurse, in extract 1 the researcher found 1 acronym 

used by dental nurse. In extract 1 in scaling session when Ms.Yuni would check 

the patient’s teeth and mouth before executing, and asked for help from his friend 

to check on the patient. Ms.Yuni said “Check the OHIS first" and Ms.Idha said 

"Open your mouth please and do not close if you feel pain".

b. Abbreviation

Based on Halligan’s theory the researcher found 3 abbreviations in extract 

2, extract 3, and extract 4 when the dental nurse did evaluation session after 

executing the patient. One of that In extract 2, Ms.Idha said “It’s in the third level 

based on CPITN rating” from this extract Ms.Idha explained that CPITN is used 

to measure of various diseases in the mouth, so that dental nurse could determine 

the best way to serve the patient.

Besides that, abbreviation is a shortened form a word or prhase. 

Abbreviation is an expression that is pronounced letter by letter. There are 2 kinds 

of abbreviation, they are; shortening and initialism. But the researcher just found 

initialism jargon abbreviation that used by dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic, 

they are; CPITN, OD, and DSA.
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c. Word

The researcher found more word that is used by dental nurse in Purnama 

dental clinic when in working area, one of that is in extract 5, when the dental 

nurse scaling process, Ms.Yuni said “I thing that she is gingivitis”, gingivitis 

itself included in word group of jargon form according to Halligan’s theory.

d. Phrase

In this research, the research found more phrase that is used by dental 

nurse in the working area according to Halligan’s theory. When Mr.Ali said “Give 

a like curing “ Mr.Ali asked his assistant a like curing for dental fillings process 

of the patient could be brighter. The context of this sentence is when the other 

dental nurse told to his assistant.

According to Palmer (1962, p.155), jargon is a set of special vocabulary 

items used by members of some profession or specialized group. Generally, 

jargon cannot be understood by common people outside the community. Jargon is 

created as the identity of a 39 community to have a special characteristic. In 

addition, they used the terms which called jargons to create their own identity of 

their group itself. They used the same language and the same vocabularies in the 

same area. It means that they have aims to show who the group of society are. 

They used their different word and create new term to show that there are no other 

communities that use same form of jargon like they use. The researcher also 

interpreted that there are many factors that influence particular languages in the 

society, is that not only influenced by situation but also the topic of the activity 

used. It means that the dental nurse use their jargon when the situation does not 
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allow talking explicitly when there are patients or other people who does not 

belong to their community in clinic. It also related to the topic that they were 

talking about. For example: they usually use their jargon when they talk about 

something not so good about someone else. So that’s the example of situation 

when they use the jargon itself. It can be conclude that not all the time they use 

jargon but in certain time that they deserve to use jargon.

Related to the previous study from Laila Putri (2012) in her thesis “An 

Analysis of Computer Jargon in Macbook Users’ Guide”. This study analyzed the 

form, meaning, word relation, and function of jargon. There were 94 computer 

jargons found from MacBook operation. Based on structural formation, there are 

24 words (26%) and 21 phrases (22%). Meanwhile, based on unpredictable 

formation, there are 5 clippings (5%), 4 blend (4%), 4 acronyms (4%), 36 

abbreviations (39%). The meaning of jargon in this study was analyzed using 

intentionality approach which every jargon has different meaning compared to the 

language used in other major. The similarity of this study with Laila’s study is 

Laila and the writer investigated and analyzed the jargon used by community. 

However there is a difference between Laila’s study and the researcher’s study, 

the difference is about subject of the study. Laila’s study tried to observe jargon 

used by “An Analysis of Computer Jargon in Macbook Users’ Guide, however the 

researcher’s study tries to observe the jargon used by dental nurse in Purnama 

dental clinic which is located in jalan Mallengkeri Raya, Makassar.

Next, the second study was conducted from Aditya Eko Sigit Wicaksono 

(2010) in his thesis “An Analysis of Military Jargon in a Video Game: Call of 
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Duty 4 Modern Warfare”. This study analyzed the form, function, and meaning of 

jargon. There are 107 jargons found in this study. The result of form 

classifications shows that 55 jargons belong to word, 25 phrases, 21 abbreviations, 

and 6 acronyms. The similarity of this study with Wicaksono study is Wicaksono 

and the researcher investigated and analyzed the jargon used by community, 

However there is a difference between Wicaksono’s study and the researcher’s 

study, the difference is about subject of the study. Wicaksono’s study tried to 

observe jargon used by Military Jargon in a Video Game: Call of Duty 4 Modern 

Warfare, however the researcher’s study tried to observe the jargon used by 

dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic which is located in jalan Mallengkeri Raya, 

Makassar.

And the last study by Susi Rahmi, (2006) in her thesis "Nature Lovers 

Community Jargon Unand". Susi concluded there are 39 jargons and classified 

into four, namely mountaineering (mountain climbing), caving (caving), climbing 

(rock climbing), and rafting (water sports). The similarity of this study with 

Rahmi study is Rahmi and the researcher investigated and analyzed the jargon 

used by community, However there is a difference between Rahmi’s study and the 

researcher’s study, the difference is about subject of the study. Rahmi’s study 

tried to observe jargon used by Nature Lovers Community Jargon Unand,

however the researcher’s study tried to observe the jargon used by dental nurse in 

Purnama dental clinic which is located in jalan Mallengkeri Raya, Makassar.

In this research, the researcher found all of forms of jargon based on 

Halligan’s theory (2004) which is the dominant form is the word group.
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Everyone must follow Al-Qur’an and Al-Hadist. It is written in Surah Ar-

Rum verse 22 “And among His Sign is the creation of the heavens and earth, and 

the variations in your languages and your colors: verily in that are Sign for those 

who know”. A natural things who is fear about the possible extinction of a 

language, it is given the existence of some cases of certain languages helps, or 

abandon edits user, furthermore there is no concern of community users. It means, 

the lose of the world’s culture heritage is priceless. It can be said that the language 

and culture reflects the view of the world that is unique and reflects the way in 

which the speech community to solve the problem in facing of the world by 

formulating ways of thinking, philosophical system and understanding the world. 

Moreover, the extinction of a language means an entity that can’t be replaced in 

science and understanding of human, the world view of the language has 

disappeared forever. That’s why the jargon is researched as one of the language 

variety used by the community.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the study and the suggestion of 

the researcher would like to give. This chapter is divided into two sections. 

They are conclusions and suggestions. The detail of each section will be 

presented below.

A. Conclusions

This research is used to answer one problem concerning the forms of jargon 

used of dental nurse in Purnama dental clinic. Related to the forms of jargon, they 

share acronym, abbreviation, word, and phrase. The first is the acronym with 1 data, 

the second is abbreviation with 3 data, the third is the word with 22 data, and the last 

is phrase with 13 data. Word places the most frequent one because some jargons are 

constituted from word. To make them simpler, word is used that the communication 

takes place more effective. 

B. Suggestions

Based on the result of the study, it can be suggested some points to the 

following parties.

1. Students of English Literature Department

The students of English Literature Department are expected to have better 

understanding of dental nurse’s jargon in the clinic. The understanding might 

improve their competence in learning ESP.
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2. English Literature Department

This research is expected to contribute as a teaching and learning resource in 

relation to language variation and ESP course.

3. Other Researchers

Other researchers are suggested to dig deeper cases concerning the language 

variation such as morphological process of word formation. They may also conduct a 

study on such subject at the same field with different focus because the imperfectness 

of this study such as language shift or assimilation.

Hopefully, the future researcher presents better research. First is for the next 

researchers are expected to explore and investigate some other phenomena of jargon 

happen in society in any speech community in order to add other types of jargon, so it 

will be found more various languages than before. The next researchers are expected 

to investigate jargon happen in other community in different clinic; it can be in 

different area or different country. Second, try to find out and reveal more possible 

reason why each community have own jargon and use it. It will be more interesting 

when we know that each group or community exactly have their own and different 

reasons. The last suggestion, hopefully the next researchers have a lot of other 

theories which is support their study, it make the sources will be more various.
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Forms of the dental nurse’s Jargon

No Jargon
Form

Acronym Abbreviation Word Phrase
1. OHIS √
2. CPITN √
3. OD √
4. DSA √
5. Fissure √
6. Bonding √
7. Etchan √
8. Composite √
9. Pinset √
10. Sealer √
11. Nitti √
12. Spiegel √
13. Bracket √
14. Ortho √
15. Pocket √
16. Tremor √
17. Abrasi √
18. Gingivitis √
19. Bleeding √
20. Supra √
21. Sextant √
22. Sonde √
23. Eksafator √
24. Anastesi √
25. Like curing √
26. Cotton roll √

27.
Plastic filling 
instrument

√

28. High speed √
29. Colloid strep √
30. Power O/cain √

31.
Sub gingival 
calculus

√

32. Calculus index √
33. Tang anterior √
34. Tang posterior √
35. Oral jet √
36. Cito jet √
37. Calculus √



Interview session:

1. Apa makna dari OHIS?

(What is the meaning of OHIS?)

Ms.Yuni: OHIS adalah singkatan dari Oral highgine index sinfiflaid merupakan 

pemeriksaan yang dilakukan untuk menentukan keadaan kesehatan gigi dan mulut 

berdasarkan gigi index, index itu ialah gigi yang telah ditetapkan untuk diperiksa.

(OHIS (Oral Highgine index sinfiflaid) is a checking conducted to determine the 

condition of teeth and oral health based on tooth index, and tooth index are 

predetermined to be checked).

2. Apa makna dari CPITN?

(What is the meaning of CPITN?)

Ms.Idha: CPITN singkatan dari community periodontal index treatment needs adalah 

pengukur berbagai macam penyakit periodonntal untuk menentukan pengobatan yang 

sesuai atau yang butuhkan oleh pasien.

(CPITN (Community periodontal index of treatment needs) is used to know the 

condition of gums or the condition around the gums, whether it is fusible to further 

worked or not, and CPITN is used to measure of various diseases in the mouth, so that 

dental nurse could determine the best way to serve the patient).

3. Apa makna dari OD?

(What is the meaning of OD?)

Ms.Idha: OD adalah Oral Diagnostik alat empat serangkai yang digunakan untuk 

pemeriksaan awal, ada kaca mulut, pinset, sonde, dan eksafator yang digunakan pada 

pemeriksaan awal pada pasien sebelum adanya tindakan lebih lanjut.

(OD (Oral Diagnostik) is a tool used by a dental nurse in the first checking in the patient, 

in this first checking the dental nurse wanted to know the condition of the patient's mouth

or teeth before it is given further treatment).



4. Apa makna dari DSA?

(What is the meaning of DSA?)

Mr. Ali: DSA singkatan dari dental surgery assistant adalah orang yang terlatih untuk 

membantu perawat gigi dan bertanggung jawab untuk kebersihan dan kerapian peralatan, 

instrumen, dan bahan klinik gigi.

(DSA (dental surgery assistant) is a person trained to help dental nurse and is 

responsible for the cleanliness and tidiness of equipment, instruments, and dental clinic 

materials).

5. Apa makna dari Gingivitis?

(What is the meaning of Gingivitis?)

Ms.Yuni: Gingivitis bisa muncul karena adanya karang gigi, kekurangan vitamin C atau 

perubahan hormon, seperti mens atau ibu hamil

(Gingivitis can occur because of tartar, deficiency of vitamin C or the change in 

hormone, such as menstruation or pregnant women.

6. Apa makna dari sextant?

(What is the meaning of sextant?)

Ms. Idha: Sextan adalah bagian dari gigi yang akan di cek, misalnya bagian kiri, kanan, 

atau depan).

(Sextant is a part of the teeth will be checked, for example the left, right, or front side)

7. Apa makna dari Pocket?

(What is the meaning of Pocket?)

Ms. Idha: Pocket biasanya muncul karena karang gigi atau kekurangan vitamin, dan 

umumnya terjadi karena trauma pada gigi, misalnya pada saat menyikat gigi, posisi sikat 

gigi yang salah dan ketika gusi terbuka atau tidak melekat pada gigi.

(Pocket usually occurs because of tartar or vitamin deficiencies, and also commonly 

occur because of trauma to the teeth, for example at the time when brush teeth, wrong 

position of the toothbrush and when the gums is opened or it doesn’t stick to the teeth. 

Pocket is a deepening of pathological gingival crevice, periodontal pocket)



8. Apa makna dari supra?

(What is the meaning of supra?)

Ms.Yuni: jika gusi pasien masih dalam kategori supra, itu berarti bahwa masih lebih baik 

di bandingkan sub-gingival calculus.

(if the patient’s tartar is still in the supra category, it means that it’s still better than the 

sub-gingival calculus.)

9. Apa makna dari bleeding?

(What is the meaning of bleeding?)

Ms.Idha: the values of the patient’s tartar. In the scaling process of the patient’s tartar, it 

had been severe bleeding.

10. Apa makna dari tremor?

(What is the meaning of tremor?)

Ms.Idha: in scaling process because her hand felt sore when holding tartar cleaning tool.

11. Apa makna dari calculus?

(What is the meaning of calculus?)

Ms.Yuni: The patient’s tartar included in calculus formation.

12. Apa makna dari abrasi?

(What is the meaning of abrasi?)

Ms.Idha: Abrasi is a substance or structure as a result of a mechanical process and flaking 

of the surface tissue. Tooth abrasion, thirsty of tooth tissue is not because the teeth 

contact but due to other causes. For example, the use of abrasive toothpaste, harsh 

toothbrush or excessive usage of the teeth cleaning tools. Abrasion of teeth is usually on 

the neck part of the buccal, anterior and posterior.

13. Apa makna dari sonde dan eksafator?

(What is the meaning of sonde and eksafator?)

Ms.Idha: in the initial checking she used 4 tied together, one of them is sonde and 

eksafator

14. Apa makna dari section?

(What is the meaning of section?)

Mr. Ali: work early to patient who experienced a case on his teeth that want to patch up 

his teeth



15. Apa makna dari fissure?

(What is the meaning of fissure?)

Mr. Ali: Fissure of checking with use of sharp sonde will feel stuck due to the early 

stages of caries.

16. Apa makna dari bonding?

(What is the meaning of bonding?)

Mr. Ali: Bonding is the force that holds a substance with other substances, can be 

mechanically, chemically, or fidik.

17. Apa makna dari etchant?

(What is the meaning of etchant?)

Mr. Ali: wanted to add an etchant to the patient's teeth that he was doing so that a layer of 

the patient's teeth can be last longer and look natural.

18. Apa makna dari composite?

(What is the meaning of compsite?)

Mr. Ali: Compsite is Physical mixtures of metal, ceramic, or polymer. The goal is to take 

the advantage of each part.

19. Apa makna dari pinset?

(What is the meaning of pinset?)

Mr. Ali: In dental treatment pinset used to clip the cotton during dental treatment process

20. Apa makna dari sealer?

(What is the meaning of sealer?)

Mr. Ali: will also clean the patient’s tartar so that the patient’s teeth looked cleaner.

21. Apa makna dari power O/Cain?

(What is the meaning of power O/Cain?)

Mr. Ali: power O/Cain is To bind a nitti or to glue a nitti in order not lose.

22. Apa makna dari spiegel?

(What is the meaning of spiegel?)

Mr. Ali: Spiegel is appropriate at the patient's mouth so that all sides of the patient's 

mouth can be seen more clear, so that the working process could walk better.



23. Apa makna dari nitti?

(What is the meaning of nitti?)

Mr. Ali: Nitti was used to Behel treatment process.

24. Apa makna dari bracket?

(What is the meaning of bracket?)

Mr. Ali: bracket is metal or plastic proffered on orthodontic bands or seeded directly to 

the teeth. Orthodontists arch wire or other wire can be placed to the tool.

25. Apa makna dari ortho?

(What is the meaning of ortho?)

Mr. Ali: Ortho is the specialty of dentistry that is concerned with the study and treatment 

of malocclusions (improper bites). Which may be a result of tooth irregularity 

disproportionate jaw relationship, or both. Orthodontic treatment can focus facial growth. 

In the letter case it is better defind as “dent facial orthopedics”.

26. Apa makna dari anastesi?

(What is the meaning of anastesi?)

Mr. Ali: Anestesi is used to omit the pain in areas that will be done for anesthesia without 

loss of consciousness. Anestesi will be done by a dental nurse in the case of tooth 

extraction, so that the patients will not feel pain.

27. Apa makna dari Sub gingival calculus?

(What is the meaning of sub gingival calculus?)

Ms. Idha: that patient’s tartar has been sub-gingival calculus which the sub-gingival 

calculus was already very severe.

28. Apa makna dari Calculus index?

(What is the meaning of calculus index?)

Mr.Yusrizal: Calculus index conducted to determine the number of tartar in the mouth.

29. Apa makna dari like curing?

(What is the meaning of like curing?)

Mr.Ali: like curing for dental fillings process of the patient could be brighter.



30. Apa makna dari cotton roll?

(What is the meaning of cotton roll?)

Mr. Ali: Cotton roll into the mouth of the patients at the working time, cotton roll can 

hold up the patient's tongue.

31. Apa makna dari plastic filling instrument?

(What is the meaning of plastic filling instrument?)

Mr. Ali: plastic filling instrument to take the extra material at the teeth treatment time.

32. Apa makna dari high speed?

(What is the meaning of high speed?)

Mr. Ali: high speed to take dental jarigan patient’s teeth that had been died.

33. Apa makna dari Celluloid strip?

(What is the meaning of celluloid strip?)

Mr. Ali: celluloid strip is long thin plastic sheet that serves as a matrix on a same teeth 

color fillings in the anterior teeth.

34. Apa makna dari Tang Anterior Dan Tang Posterior?

(What is the meaning of Tang Anterior Dan Tang Posterior?)

Mr. Ali: that tang anterior and tang posterior included in the category of phrase group of 

jargon forms. It’s used to primary teeth and permanent teeth.

35. Apa makna dari Cito jet dan Oral jet?

(What is the meaning of Cito jet dan Oral jet?)

Mr. Ali: cito jet and oral jet to be used to anesthetize the gums, so that the patient does 

not feel pain. Cito jet and oral jet had the same function but different shape.
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